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Abstract Part of the InSight mission, the SEIS instrument (Seismic Experiment for Inte-
rior Structures), is planned to arrive on Mars in November 2018. In order to prepare its 
future recordings on the red planet, special attention was directed towards calibrating the 
seismometer in-situ on the Martian surface. Besides relative calibrations, we studied the 
possibility of actively calibrating the two kinds of seismometers onboard SEIS, the Very 
Broad Band seismometers (VBB) and the Short Period seismometers (SP) and extended the 
analysis towards a possible absolute calibration. For that purpose, we developed additional 
noise models at low frequency and elaborate on how they will be sensed by the seismic 
sensors from long-period data recorded by the seismometer. Such work will improve SEIS
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capabilities to unveil the inner structure of Mars by checking SEIS well-being and with ap-
plications such as gravimetry with the main Phobos tide. The current calibration procedure is
planned to take one hour to calibrate the VBB sensors using the SP sensors, and determine
the VBB gain with an accuracy of 0.4%, good enough to resolve the state of the Martian
core.
Keywords Mars · InSight · SEIS · Calibration
1 Introduction
SEIS (Fig. 1) is a hybrid three-axis seismometers, compromised of a 3-axis very broad
band (VBB) oblique seismometer and a 3-axis short period (SP) seismometer for partial
redundancy and increase of the frequency range towards high frequencies (Lognonné and
Pike 2015). These seismometers are located on a sensor assembly (SA) deployed directly on
the ground, and connected to the electronic box (E-box) in the spacecraft by a tether; the SA
also includes a leveling system (LVL) capable of tilting the SA for centering and calibrating
purposes, and a thermal blanket (RWEB) for thermal isolation of the instruments. Besides
the RWEB, the SA is also covered by a wind and thermal shield (WTS) protecting it from
the external environment. Inspired by the data received from the Viking mission (Anderson
et al. 1977), these protections were checked with encouraging results from simulations and
tests done in the past (Lognonné et al. 1996, Nishikawa et al. 2014, Murdoch et al. 2017a,
Mimoun et al. 2017).
In this paper, we will develop an active calibration procedure for SEIS to be executed on
the Martian surface in order to determine in situ the gain of its instruments, and therefore
to complement the calibrations made on Earth and the other calibrations made on Mars
with calibration coils (see Lognonné et al. 2018 for more details). First, we complete the
noise models developed in Mimoun et al. (2017) by focusing on noises at low frequency
due to the instrument and the environment. Afterwards, we describe how SEIS was modeled
for this study, and specify the different constraints we had to work with for designing the
calibration procedure. Thirdly, using these completed noise models and the SEIS model, we
show the method and the performance of the selected procedure. Then, an application of this
calibration will be discussed.
2 Mars Seismic Noise
2.1 Previous Works
Noise models have already been developed for SEIS in previous studies, such as Lognonné
and Mosser (1993), Pou et al. (2016), Murdoch et al. (2017a,b), Mimoun et al. (2017),
Fayon et al. (2018). However, they were mainly focused on the nominal seismic range of
SEIS between 0.01 Hz and 1 Hz (see Fig. 2), while other signals of scientific importance lie
at lower frequencies (e.g. Van Hoolst et al. 2003), who only estimated the thermal noise),
and low frequencies might have to be taken into account depending on the total duration of
the calibration procedure. Thus, a more in-depth study is needed for determining the noise
levels at very low frequency.
Fig. 1 SEIS subsytems description (from Mimoun et al. 2017)
2.2 Thermal Noise at Low Frequency
Because of thermoelastic effects that change the geometric properties of the sensing ele-
ments of both VBBs and SPs, SEIS is sensitive to temperature fluctuations, and part of its
output is due to this thermal signal (see Mimoun et al. 2017, Lognonné et al. 2018). Pre-
vious missions to Mars have shown (see Schofield et al. 1997, Clancy et al. 2000) that the
day/night alternation is especially strong, and given that its frequency is at 1 Sol and its
harmonics, the noise related to this alternation cannot be easily decorrelated from our tidal
signals (Van Hoolst et al. 2003).
Here, we take the temperature measurements from MPF measurements (from Schofield
et al. 1997), as MPF landed close to the Martian equator and the InSight landing site is
also close to the equator. To match the sampling rate of our instruments, these data were
interpolated to 1 Hz giving the temperature spectrum noise in Fig. 3, where the diurnal peak
due to the day/night alternation are clearly visible.
We used the Pathfinder temperature in Fig. 3 as input to a simplified thermal model. The
thermal model used here, in accordance with Mimoun et al. (2017), consists of two one-
order low pass filters, one one-order filter representing the WTS with a time constant of
7.2 h and another one-order filter the sphere/RWEB around the VBBs with a time constant
of 3 h. For the SP sensors, there is an additional one-order filter with a time constant of
460 s for a total of three filters. The time constants were determined from observed data
recorded during noise tests campaigns as described in Mimoun et al. (2017). The Pathfinder
temperature data was attenuated by the first two low pass filters to create the SCIT temper-
ature (see Fig. 4), the most precise temperature measurements on 24 bits. However, due to
the sphere, a additional phase delay has been observed between the SCIT temperature and
the VBB temperature. The total phase delay between the two temperatures was estimated
on the temporal data as a 10 hour delay at the day/night alternation frequency, meaning the
variations seen by the SCIT temperature at this frequency are seen 10 hours later by the
Fig. 2 System L3 vertical noise
estimates for daytime (top, a) and
nighttime (bottom, b)
environmental conditions for the
VBBs. Horizontal solid lines
represent the performance
requirements (from Mimoun
et al. 2017)
VBB inside the sphere. Variations at higher frequencies are phase-shifted due to both this
phase delay and the thermal model with the low pass filters.
The VBB thermal sensitivity has been directly measured, with the current best estimates
on the vertical axis being of 2.3 × 10−5 m s−2/K, or 1.5 × 10−5 m s−2/K along each VBB
sensitivity axis (Mimoun et al. 2017). The thermal noise seen by the VBB is then derived by
multiplying the temperature variations after filtering and the thermal sensitivity.
2.3 Pressure Noise Modeling at Low Frequency
Previous work by the InSight team has also been done for the pressure noise expected on
Mars (Murdoch et al. 2017a,b). These simulations, based on LES simulations and spec-
tral approaches, were however only made for frequency above 10−3 Hz, and therefore lack
content at lower frequencies. Besides the ground acceleration previously mentioned, other
effects grow significantly at lower frequency: Lognonné and Clévédé (2002) showed that
an accelerometer also sees a free air gravity effect proportional to the ground displacement,
and grows stronger at lower frequencies. Spiga et al. (2018) also considers the Newtonian
attraction of the atmosphere as a direct upwards acceleration due to the air mass above the
Fig. 3 Temperature
measurements from the Mars
Pathfinder Lander (top, a) and its
ASD (bottom, b). Measurements
are taken at the top of the mast
(1.0 m): since SEIS is on the
ground, temperature variations
might be larger for SEIS than
these data. Data were
downloaded through the
Planetary Data System of NASA.
The time interval taken was
between Sol 18 and Sol 30 for
having data as continuous and
well-sampled as possible. One
may pay attention to the spike at
1.1 × 10−5 Hz due to the
day/night alternation, and the
subsequent pikes as harmonics of
this Martian daily variation. ASD
is calculated from extrapolated
temporal data over 3 years
Fig. 4 SEIS design and
protection for the instruments.
The SCIT measurements is taken
inside the RWEB, but outside the
central sphere where the VBBs
and SPs are. Source: CNES
instrument. All three effects are taken into account in this paper, and are detailed in the
following subsections.
Similar to what we did for the temperature, we use the pressure measurements taken
from MPF measurements (Schofield et al. 1997) because of its proximity to the Martian
equator similar to the landing site of InSight. To match the sampling rate of our instruments,
these data were interpolated to 1 Hz giving the pressure spectrum noise in Fig. 5, where the
diurnal peak due to the day/night alternation are clearly visible.
2.3.1 Atmospheric Loading
Murdoch et al. (2017b) showed that the pressure noise estimated is very close to the noise
described in Sorrells (1971) for single point measurements: therefore, we choose here to
Fig. 5 Pressure measurements
from the Mars Pathfinder Lander
(top, a) and its ASD (bottom, b).
Because of glitches in the first,
more precise instrument with
range 6–10 mbar, we choose to
take the measurement of the
second instrument with a range
of 0–12 mbar. Data were
downloaded through the
Planetary Data System of NASA.
The time interval taken was
between Sol 18 and Sol 30 for
having data as continuous and
well-sampled as possible
apply this method for estimating the atmosphere loading, being a low frequency pressure
noise due to the pressure variations caused notably by winds, temperature variations, or
atmospheric tides.
For the same reasons as the temperature, we used the pressure measurements taken from
MPF measurements (see Fig. 5) and calculated the pressure noise with the formulae (from
Sorrells 1971):
V = −i c
ρ
v2p
2v2s (v2p − v2s )
P (1)
and
T = gV
c
(2)
with c the wind speed, ρ the bulk density, vp and vs the seismic velocities, V the ground
vertical velocity, P the pressure fluctuation, g the surface gravity and T the surface tilt. This
surface tilt is induced by the ground vertical velocity, as this velocity generates a horizontal
tilt seen by the VBB as a pressure noise (Murdoch et al. 2017b).
All parameter values are taken to fit with the models used in Murdoch et al. (2017b),
with v = 10 m s−1, ρ = 1665 kg m−3, vp = 265 m s−1 and vs = 265 m s−1. When comparing
our noise pressure spectrum (Fig. 6), our estimation shows a good match with the results
in Murdoch et al. (2017b) at high frequency, and we do have an important signal at low
frequency, especially around 1 Sol as expected because of the day/night alternation.
2.3.2 Free Air Gravity Effect
As mentioned in Lognonné and Clévédé (2002), an accelerometer at the surface of a planet
sees more than the deflection and indentation of the ground due to atmospheric loading. Its
Fig. 6 ASD of pressure noise due to the atmospheric loading over 3 years, according to Murdoch et al.
(2017b), from the MPF pressure measurements in Fig. 5. This spectrum is coherent with the ones calculated
in Murdoch et al. (2017b) for frequencies between 10−3 and 10−1 Hz, and is higher for lower frequency
due to the shorter duration of the simulations in Murdoch et al. (2017b) (thus underestimating low frequency
noise)
measurements are also impacted by a free air gravity effect, an acceleration whose expres-
sion Rz on the vertical axis of the instrument is:
Rz = 2urg
rmars
(3)
where ur is the radial displacement at the surface of the planet due to the atmosphere, and
rmars the radius of the planet, here being the radius of Mars. Since Sorrells (1971) gives us
the velocity of the ground, we choose to integrate it in order to get the displacement of the
ground and deduce from it the free air gravity effect. As seen in Fig. 7, its amplitude grows
stronger than the velocity at low frequencies. Yet, at the diurnal frequency of 1.1×10−5 Hz,
it still is weaker than the atmospheric loading.
2.3.3 Newtonian Attraction
Besides its impacts on the ground velocity and displacement, the atmosphere also exerts
a direct attraction on the seismometer as a body with a mass (Beauduin et al. 1996). This
Newtonian attraction was quantified in Spiga et al. (2018) based on previous works from
Warburton and Goodkind (1977) and Zürn and Widmer (1995) on Earth tidal science: the
atmosphere is modeled as a uniform layer of air whose pressure is directly linked to its
density, and therefore to its mass and its gravitational attraction by a coefficient:
An = −KmP (4)
where An is the Newtonian attraction, an acceleration along the vertical Z axis of the seis-
mometer, and Km the admittance value between the pressure P and the Newtonian attrac-
tion. At the surface of Mars, Spiga et al. (2018) estimates the admittance value to be around
12 nm s−2 hPa−1, which results in an ASD showed in Fig. 8
Fig. 7 ASD of pressure noise due to the free air gravity effect over 3 years, according to Lognonné and
Clévédé (2002), from the MPF pressure measurements in Fig. 5. Besides the diurnal peak, another peak at
lower frequency also became important
Fig. 8 ASD of pressure noise due to the direct Newtonian attraction of the Martian atmosphere over 3 years,
according to Spiga et al. (2018), from the MPF pressure measurements in Fig. 5. Since this noise is also
proportional to due the pressure, its shape is similar to the atmospheric loading noise seen in Fig. 5, but is
significantly weaker
2.3.4 Total Pressure Noise
The total pressure noise spectrum is seen in Fig. 9, as the sum of the atmospheric
loading, free air gravity effect and Newtonian attraction. Among the three, the domi-
nating one is the atmospheric loading, with an amplitude at the diurnal frequency of
3.4×10−3 m s−2/√Hz, compared to the 2.8×10−4 m s−2/√Hz of the free air gravity effect
and 9.1 × 10−6 m s−2/√Hz of the Newtonian attraction. The free air gravity effect begins to
become the dominant one at frequencies lower than 3.5 × 10−7 Hz, or periods higher than
33 Earth days, while the Newtonian attraction always stays weaker than the atmospheric
loading.
Fig. 9 ASD of pressure noise due to the three contributions mentioned before (atmospheric loading, free air
gravity effect, Newtonian atmosphere). The dotted lines indicate the dominant noise: on their left, the free air
gravity effect is stronger, while on their right, the atmospheric loading is stronger. Between the two dotted
lines, both are of similar strength
2.4 Other Noises
Also linked to atmospheric pressure, the impact of the mass redistribution on the local
gravity due to the atmospheric loading was evaluated according to Lognonné and Clévédé
(2002), but was found to be 105 times weaker than the free air gravity effect and thus was
neglected.
Unlike the thermal noise and pressure noise which in previous studies were focused at
higher frequency than the Sun and Phobos tidal signals, instrumental self-noise was con-
strained at low frequency during noise test campaigns done by IPGP and the Imperial Col-
lege, with recordings during more than a week giving an upper bound on the self-noise
since environmental noise during the tests are also impacting these recordings. Using them
together with reference seismometers, it was possible to determine the self-noise of the VBB
and the SP seismometers at low frequency.
Other noises were evaluated in accordance with the noise map outline drawn in Mimoun
et al. (2017) (see Fig. 10). Thermoelastic tilt and tether noise have been studied using a finite
element model of the instrument in Mimoun et al. (2017); the electric field noise is also
studied in the appendix of the aforementioned paper. Magnetic noise have been modeled
according to the theory described in Forbriger et al. (2010). Lander, WTS and HP3 induced
noise are detailed in Murdoch et al. (2017a). Given their amplitude and standard variations
(see Table 1), these noises were found low enough (Mimoun et al. 2017) to be neglected
at low frequency compared to two main sources of noise: temperature and pressure, in the
form of thermal noise and atmospheric loading.
3 Calibration of the SEIS Seismometer
3.1 Calibration Principle
The calibration of a seismometer consists of determining the relation between its input, the
ground motion, and its output in the form of an electric signal (Wielandt 2013). While a
Fig. 10 Noise map outline from Mimoun et al. (2017). Expected dominant noises on the VBB are in dark
color, minor sources of errors are in light color, and significant errors but that can be decorrelated by auxiliary
sensors are in dashed dark/light color
Table 1 Comparison of all main noise sources. Max amplitude is peak-to-peak. The last two rows are the
noise studied in this paper in the subsections before, and are clearly the dominant noises at low frequency
(here, amplitudes are given at 1.110−5Hz, the day/night alternation frequency)
Noise source Max amplitude m s−2 Standard variation m s−2
Instrumental self noise 1.2 × 10−7 1.2 × 10−8
Electric noise 1.3 × 10−11 9.5 × 10−14
Magnetic noise 1.4 × 10−10 2.6 × 10−11
Thermal (high frequency) and
thermoelastic noise
1.0 × 10−7 4.2 × 10−9
Hp3 noise 2.7 × 10−9 3.1 × 10−10
Tether noise 1.9 × 10−11 2.0 × 10−12
Lander noise 1.6 × 10−8 1.4 × 10−9
WTS noise 4.1 × 10−9 1.8 × 10−10
Pressure noise 3.4 × 10−6 3.7 × 10−7
Thermal noise (low frequency) 8.3 × 10−4 8.7 × 10−5
relative calibration, aimed at determining the frequency response shaping parameters, can
be relatively easily done using the equivalence between ground acceleration and an external
force on the seismic mass. It is possible to calibrate a seismometer by generating an elec-
tromagnetic force on the seismic mass to deduce the shape of the transfer function over the
frequencies present in the electromagnetic signal generated. However, this method does not
provide the absolute gain of the seismometer, and therefore an absolute calibration is more
difficult as it is needed to have in this case a precise knowledge of the ground motion used
as input.
Several methods are available on Earth, like making use of well-known natural signals,
such as ground noise (Pavlis and Vernon 1994) or local gravity (Anthony et al. 2018). How-
ever, such observables are not well-determined in our case for Mars: in fact, they are still
intensively studied and modeled (Murdoch et al. 2017a,b; Mimoun et al. 2017), and mea-
suring them with the precision expected from SEIS would greatly improve our knowledge
on the Martian environment. Another possibility would be using a shaking table (Havskov
and Alguacil 2004), but controlling perfectly the input generated by such a tool is not pos-
sible on Mars as it would require complex processing and extensive resources just for a
single purpose; a cheaper and more convenient solution is to use the current structure of the
instrument as best as we could to approximate a tilt table.
Therefore, we choose the solution to use the legs of the SEIS leveling system in order to
create a tilt: as an accelerometer has an output proportional to the static acceleration, tilting
it would create an effective force mainly in the horizontal direction, thus allowing us to de-
termine the sensitivity of the seismometer (Havskov and Alguacil 2004). The tilt would be
created by extending or shortening the legs of the sensor assembly depending on which seis-
mometer is being calibrated. The current target on the precision of this procedure, detailed
in Sect. 5 and in Panning et al. (2016) is a determination of the gain of the three VBBs in
POS mode so that the gain of SEIS in the vertical Z axis (where the local gravity variations
will be the strongest) is known with an accuracy of 0.35%, as it is the best currently possible
within the one hour limit we set for it (explanations are given in the followings subsections).
3.2 Calibration Design
3.2.1 Leveling System
The leveling system (LVL) consists of two parts: a mechanical part, the leveling structure
and the motor drive electronics (MDE) board. The leveling structure is mainly made of
three legs, each with a linear actuator (LA) to either extend or retract them, supporting
a structural ring on which the VBB and SP seismometers are mounted (Lognonné et al.
2018). These legs serve several purposes: getting the sensor assembly level, and providing
mechanical coupling with the ground for better seismic recordings (Fayon et al. 2018). In
this paper, another use of these legs will be made: the possibility to use them to create a
tilt, and compare the response of the seismic sensors to this tilt as it would be done with a
tilt table. The movement of a leg is quantified in quadsteps, with 5233 quadsteps equaling
an elongation of 1 mm, and a maximum range for commands of 65 536 quadsteps: this
provides a resolution and amplitude good enough for our purposes. However, because it
works by steps, a direct drawback is the presence of hysteresis (or backlash): if moving the
leg successively in two different directions, between the two movements, the linear actuator
will activate without actually move the leg, because of empty space between the steps. The
backlash amplitude was evaluated during tests at CNES in July 2016 at around 20 quadsteps
of amplitude, which ended being too much. Thus, backlash had to be avoided for the whole
calibration procedure.
The motor drive electronics (MDE) serves to command the linear actuators, and can also
retrieve measurements from two independent tiltmeters on the supporting ring. But because
of the sequential command structure used by the MDE, many constraints are added. For
example, it is not possible to move the legs and take tiltmeters measurements at the same
time. Also, it is not possible to move more than one leg at a given time. Because checkup
orders (communications between the motors and the lander to check their well-being) are
necessary before and after each movement, a delay of about 3 s also have to be respected
between each movement. Furthermore, the legs are commanded by reaching a given set
speed for a given time: therefore, it is not possible to change the speed of one displacement,
and a minimal and maximal speed have to be respected. A consequence of these constraints
is for instance that sine waves are not possible, since it would require different speeds along
a single displacement, with some of them being too slow for the linear actuator.
3.2.2 Absolute Gain Recovery
Using the LVL as a tilt table means that we had to study how to know the absolute amplitude
of the tilt created by the legs displacements. While the MDE registers the number of steps
done, the sand-like properties of the Martian soil (Delage et al. 2017) makes it not a good
strategy for tilt recovery. It was first considered to use the high precision tiltmeters on the
supporting ring, but they were found to be very highly sensitive to the temperature, to the
point that the error in the deduced tilt only due to the temperature exceeded 2%, which is far
too much for our goal.
Therefore, the solution chosen was to calibrate the VBB using the SP in order to make
a relative calibration between the two seismometers, thus making the calibration an active
(due to the legs moving) cross calibration between the VBB and the SP sensors: the tilt of the
table will be estimated by the SP VEL output, and used to determine the difference between
the gain of the SP and the gain of the VBB, as they will still see the tilt produced. If the
difference is found to be the same (or close enough) as the difference that was found during
absolute calibrations done on Earth, then we will assume that it is highly likely that the use
of the on-Earth determined transfer functions for the VBB and the SP (detailed in Lognonné
et al. 2018) will be acceptable. To increase the accuracy of the procedure, this calibration
will be made at different temperatures on Mars: this will allow us to compare the impact of
the temperature on the seismic sensors gains on Mars with its measured impact on Earth.
The larger the temperature range is, the better the impact will be estimated. However, due to
the limitations on the operational temperature of the LA, the procedure cannot be executed
under −35 ◦C.
3.2.3 VBB and SP Properties
For this study, we wanted to use both the VBB and the SP in their most precise mode.
Therefore, the VBBs were used in scientific (SCI) mode (as opposed to engineering (ENG)
mode) and position (POS) output (opposed to velocity (VEL) output), called VBB SCI POS,
as it also allows to work at lower frequencies than any other modes, on 24 bits. The SP were
used in velocity mode, called SP VEL, since its position output SP POS is only recorded on
12 bits while the SP VEL is recorded on 24 bits. Both seismometers are set at their highest
gain (HG, high gain as opposed to LG, low gain) on Mars in order to calibrate the best
resolution possible. The transfer function of the VBBs is given in Fig. 11: because of its
shape, a calibration made at a frequency lower than 0.01 Hz is the most efficient in order
to retrieve the gain of the transfer function on its flat part; higher frequencies gains can be
calculated using the low frequency gain deduced from the low frequency absolute calibration
and the transfer function shape deduced from relative calibrations. The nominal frequency
acquisition for the VBB in this mode is at 1 Hz, and is at 100 Hz for the SP. More details on
the VBB and SP functioning are given in Lognonné et al. (2018).
Fig. 11 Transfer function of
VBB in SCI POS high gain
(top, a) and SP in VEL high gain
(bottom, b). Gain is in dB with
respect to 1 V/(m s−2). Model
for the VBB transfer function
was given by the IPGP team,
while the SP transfer function
comes from the Imperial College
of London team. The vertical
black line at the right in both
transfer function is our Nyquist
frequency for the simulations
Because of the shape of the transfer functions, the tilt created is not a step function of
time, but a periodic signal with a period chosen to be high enough to reach the VBB plateau,
but low enough to be seen by the SPs as their transfer function is similar to a high pass
filter for low frequency as seen in Fig. 11. In order to create a periodic signal while avoiding
hysteresis issues, all motor actuations of the LA are done in the same direction, meaning
that the legs are only either increasing or decreasing in a given calibration procedure. The
amplitude of the leg movements is low enough to tilt the mechanical requirements on them,
but the legs are moving fast enough to respect their minimum speed value. However, at this
moving speed, the SP were prone to saturation: therefore, each rising edge is decomposed
into 2 rising components in order to let the SP desaturate between them, and thus allowing
a greater total tilt amplitude. Taking all of it into account, the period has been chosen at
112 s. The amplitude was determined to be as high as possible without reaching saturation
on any of the sensor: due to the minimal speed requirement on the LAs, the movements are
quite sharp and the SPs become the limiting factor because of how quickly they might reach
saturation. In order to avoid it, the amplitude chosen is 0.002◦, so that both VBBs and SPs
on Mars can see the signal in their high gain mode (HG) for greater precision. The resulting
tilt profile and how it is generated using the LA can be seen in Fig. 12.
3.2.4 Operational Constraints
Operational constraints were also taken into account for the design of this active cross cali-
bration. Since all VBBs must be calibrated at the same time, the procedure duration must be
within the wake-up duration of the lander. In order to make it possible, the absolute calibra-
tion procedure for all VBBs is designed to last less than 1 hour. Another constraint comes
from the lowest temperatures on Mars: when the temperature falls below −35◦, the linear
actuators need heating in order to move. However, such heating create extremely high noise
levels on SEIS, and thus are not compatible with the calibration purposes.
Fig. 12 Tilt profile generated by moving the LA (top, a) for the absolute calibration, seen by the VBB1
(bottom, b). Period is 112 s, amplitude is 2e−3◦ . Short delays before leg movement is 3 s, due to the wait for
the checkup orders to be completed. In order to have a periodic signal, the legs must have the same extension
at the end of each period: since the signal is rectangular, the period must therefore be a multiple of 4. Up to
two legs can move per quarter period. If a leg must move during a given quarter period, it moves twice and
each movement must last less than 2 s to avoid SP saturation. After the LA movements, 8 s were added to
stabilize the VBB output and allow tiltmeter measurements that cannot be done during motor displacements,
giving a quarter period of 28 s and thus a period of 112 s
As mentioned before, the impact of the temperature on the sensors gain must be known,
thus the calibration must be done at several different temperatures to determine how their
gains change depending on the temperature. Therefore, what is required for the calibration
to efficiently retrieve the VBB gain is at least 3 complete calibrations of one hour: each at
a different temperature and preferably as different as possible (for instance, max tempera-
ture, average temperature and lowest temperature possible before having to heat the linear
actuators). In order to have the exact same conditions between VBBs in a given calibration
Fig. 13 SEIS sensor assembly with notably the position of the VBBs, SPs and positions of the legs and
their motors (LA). SP H means horizontal SP, in opposition with the vertical SP V which is not used for this
calibration procedure. Source: CNES
procedure, the whole calibration must be done in the same hour, and cannot be divided for
instance as one half done at a given day, then the other half done the day after. As the cali-
bration is designed not to saturate the output of all instruments, science recordings will still
be done and exploitable even during the calibration procedure.
3.3 Active Cross Calibration Implementation
The current form of the active cross calibration is the following: calibration of 2 VBBs with
a single tilt profile for 30 min, then calibration of the third one with another tilt profile for
30 min. The Fig. 13 gives the names of the different instruments used for the calibration.
For the VBB 1 and 2, the tilt is generated by moving first the LA 1, then successively the
LA 2 and LA 3. For the VBB 3, the tilt is generated by moving first successively the LA 1
and LA 3, and afterwards by moving successively the LA 1 and LA 2, as seen in Fig. 12.
As the tilt is recorded by the VBBs in SCI POS HG mode, it is also recorded by the SPH 1
and 2 (horizontal SP) in VEL HG mode. Using both SPH, we reconstruct the real tilt of the
sensor assembly and with a Fourier analysis, deduce the gain of the VBBs at the procedure
period of 112 s.
3.4 Absolute Calibration Accuracy
In order to simulate the absolute calibration procedure, a code in Matlab has been devel-
oped, modeling the VBBs and their noise with Simulink models given by the IPGP and
Table 2 Accuracy of the calibration procedure on the gain deduction for each VBB, as relative error in %.
The total gain in the z axis for SEIS is almost equal to 23 (Gainvbb1 +Gainvbb2 +Gainvbb3). Results are worse
for the calibration for VBB3 because it is the furthest from both SPH, resulting in a worse tilt reconstitution
and thus transfer function estimation. Statistics are made on absolute values of errors relative to the theorical
gain
Accuracy of the calibration procedure VBB1 gain VBB2 gain VBB3 gain
Average accuracy 0.12 0.31 0.50
90th percile accuracy 0.22 0.48 0.76
Fig. 14 Accuracy (90th percile)
of the calibration procedure on
the Z axis of the VBB, relative to
the theorical gain in %. The error
on the Z axis is lower than the
sum of the errors on each VBB
gain because in most simulations,
an error on the gain of one VBB
is partially canceled by the error
on another VBB (positive errors
and negative errors)
ISAE-Supaero teams, SPs with transfer function from the Imperial College teams and other
instruments such as HP tiltmeters or LAs from data records from the CNES (Lognonné et al.
2018). The VBB model has been calibrated during tests at the Black Forest Observatory, at
IPGP and also at CNES, while the SP transfer functions were calibrated during tests at the
Imperial College and also at CNES. This code has been validated on several tests taken in
July 2016, July–August 2017 and October 2017. The simulator was used running the cali-
bration procedure 1000 times with random noises and initial conditions. The accuracy of the
calibration was assessed by taking the Fourier transform of the input and simulated output
signals, and comparing the obtained value with the real gain in the forward simulation at the
frequency of the procedure profile. Results are given in Table 2, and temporal evolution is
shown in Fig. 14.
It can be seen that for a total duration of one hour (twice half an hour) we manage to have
an accuracy of 0.40% in 90% of the simulations on the resulting VBB vertical gain.
4 Application of the Active Cross Calibration Procedure
Several applications are possible using the results of the designed active cross calibration.
Firstly, this calibration allows us to measure the gain of the VBB sensors relative to the SP
sensors; by comparing the values to the ones measured on Earth, we can judge the well-
being of SEIS and see how much the sensors have been altered during their journey to
Mars. If the change is negligible, it is likely that SEIS did not suffer many alterations, and
that calibrations done on Earth are still relevant. This would justify the use of the on-Earth
determined transfer function of both SP and VBB. As the absolute gains of the seismic
sensors are known on Earth, it will be possible to convert their scientific outputs into real,
physical values of the local gravity at the surface of Mars. Therefore, gravimetry will become
possible and should be able to help us constrain the internal structure of Mars, with notably
the detection of the Martian core state and size (Van Hoolst et al. 2003) by using the local
gravity variations due to the Phobos. We will study the feasibility of such a approach in the
following.
5 Current Knowledge of Mars Internal Structure
5.1 Current Models
Thanks to the various missions to Mars over more than half a century, our knowledge of
Mars has arguably made it the best-known planet after the Earth. However, its internal struc-
ture has yet to be well-constrained due to the lack of pertinent observations. Among them,
information on the crust can be deduced by joint inversion of topography and gravity field
(e.g. Wieczorek and Zuber 2004). The chemical composition of Mars has been inferred from
the composition of the SNC meteorites (McSween 1994), thought to be born from the man-
tle of Mars; this, coupled with mean density of Mars and measurements of the polar moment
of inertia of Mars (Sohl and Spohn 1997, Zharkov and Gudkova 2005), models of thermal
evolution for Mars (Rivoldini et al. 2011), and assumptions of precise chemical element ra-
tio such as Fe/Si (Dreibus and Wanke 1985, Burbine and KM 2004) can help drawing a map
of the interior of Mars. For the InSight mission, in order to prepare for tests and simulations
before and after its arrival on Mars, several models of Mars have been studied in Panning
et al. (2016) with for variations in the chemical composition, different thermal profiles (hot
and cold case, from thermal evolution models) and presence of regolith at the surface.
Still, the core of Mars is only weakly impacted by the previous information. A stronger
constrain for it comes from the tidal Love number k2 (Rivoldini et al. 2011), which indicated
that the core is at least partially liquid (Yoder et al. 2003). This deduction is also inferred by
more recent values of the Love number k2 deduced by data from the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (Genova et al. 2016), and is the case for models studied in Panning et al. (2016).
For this study, we use the same models as those used in Van Hoolst et al. (2003), with
the reference model being the model A from Sohl and Spohn (1997). Because of the most
recent values for k2 and the deduced size of the core, the model A of Sohl and Spohn with
a liquid core size +200 km (reaching a core size of 1668 km) is in accordance with more
recent models such as Rivoldini et al. (2011) with a fully liquid core size of 1810 ± 153 km
at 3 sigma for hot mantle models, and 1784 ± 159 km for cold mantle models (but can
find model with solid inner core size at 1401 km). It is to be noted that these works use
values for the Love number k2 quite smaller than the most recent data (k2 = 0.159 ± 0.009
in Konopliv et al. 2011 whereas k2 = 0.1697 ± 0.0009 in Genova et al. 2016), which would
mean an even larger liquid core: thus, this model serves as a worst case estimation. For
instance, Panning et al. (2016) considers models where the size of the core varies less than
this hypothesis, resulting in better results for the same accuracy in the gravimetric factor.
The reference model is given in Table 3.
5.2 Available Observables for Enquiring the Internal Structure of Mars
While the value of the Love number k2 can help constraining the state of the core (Yoder
et al. 2003, Rivoldini et al. 2011), the InSight mission offers us another observable: the local
Table 3 Reference model description of Mars (Model A from Sohl and Spohn 1997). When the radius size
of the core is changed, its density is modified to keep the same global mass of Mars
Boundary Radius
(km)
Pressure
(GPa)
Temperature
(K)
Density
beneath
(kg m−3)
Bulk
modulus
beneath
(GPa)
Shear
modulus
beneath
(GPa)
Physical
surface
3390 0.00 210 2799 102.3 45.3
Crust-mantle
boundary
3138 2.64 780 3493 130.7 69.3
Upper
mantle–lower
mantle boundary
2332 12.79 1775 3822 155.1 85.8
β-spinel-γ -spinel
transition
1974 17.52 1853 4014 173.6 99.3
Core-mantle
boundary
1667 21.75 1917 6772 145.5 87.3
gravity field on the surface, that could be measured by SEIS at low frequency when using it
as a gravimeter (Lognonné et al. 2018). Indeed, for gravimetric calculations, we need to be
able to see local gravity variations smaller than 10−8 m s−2 (Van Hoolst et al. 2003), which
might be reachable over several years depending on the thermal noise encountered by the
instrument and will be discussed later in Sect. 8. Calculations for the gravimetric factor of
Mars linking the tidal potential of the Sun and Phobos have already been done taking into
account the ellipsoidal shape of Mars (Lognonné et al. 1996), making it possible to deduced
from possible internal models of Mars their gravimetric factor, and compare it with the
deduced value by the InSight mission measurements over the mission duration (Van Hoolst
et al. 2003).
Because the accuracy needed for resolving the main Phobos tide from the environmental
noise is less strict than with the main Solar tide (Van Hoolst et al. 2003), we will focus our
efforts at the main Phobos tide frequency of about 50 µHz. Assuming good results from the
active cross calibration (see Sect. 3.1), we should know the exact gain at the Phobos main
tide frequency, and thus the absolute value of its amplitude.
6 Phobos Tide Signal
6.1 Tide Modeling Assumptions
While we do aim at measuring the local gravity variations induced by the main Phobos tide
at the surface of Mars, one must beforehand understand exactly what makes up a tidal signal.
Basically, the Phobos tide here is a motion induced in the solid Mars by its moon Phobos,
and the changes in its gravitational potential. Indeed, the surface motion is not the only signal
that will be seen by SEIS: one must also take into account the direct attraction due to the
passage of the celestial moon in the sky, the atmosphere loading, and environmental noises
mentioned before (Agnew 2007). Non-tidal signals such as tectonics signals are ignored here
since they typically are at higher frequencies than the Phobos tide signal. The combination
of the vertical motion, the change in the Martian potential due to the tidal deformation and
the direct attraction of Phobos gives the previously mentioned gravimetric factor gamma
calculated using the inner models of Mars at various frequencies (Van Hoolst et al. 2003,
Lognonné et al. 1996) and updated with more recent values of the Mars Love numbers (from
Genova et al. 2016, Konopliv et al. 2016). Atmosphere loading was discussed in Sect. 2.3
together with more considerations for environmental noises.
6.2 Signal Modeling
Here, we focus on the tide M2 of Phobos which has the greatest amplitude among the tides
induced by Phobos. As the main Phobos tide (n = 2, period of about 5.5 hr) is several times
greater than the second largest one (n = 3, period of about 3.5 hr, see Van Hoolst et al. 2003),
we will neglect other tidal signals from Phobos. However, the biggest tidal signal is in fact
the semi-diurnal Solar tide: the Phobos main tide amplitude is only 8% of the Solar main
tide amplitude. Still, because the main sources of noise on Mars will be the temperature and
pressure noise, we expect to have high levels of noise close to the frequency of 1 Sol and
its harmonics, making harder to resolve the tidal signal from the environmental noise for
retrieving the gravimetric factor for the Solar main tide, since its frequency is at 1/2 Sol and
therefore exactly at the first harmonic of the diurnal frequency.
We will therefore only consider as tidal signals the semi-diurnal Solar tide and the main
5.5 hr Phobos tide. The potential can be expressed as (Greff-Lefftz et al. 2005):
VM2 = −34
GM
a
(
rmars
a
)2
sin2(θ + i) cos
(
2πt
T
+ 2φ + ψ
)
(5)
With G the gravitational constant, M the mass of the attractor (either the Sun or Phobos),
a the distance between the center of mass of Mars and the attractor, rmars the distance be-
tween the center of mass of Mars and SEIS, i the inclination of the attractor’s orbit, θ and λ
the colatitude and longitude expected for SEIS on the Elysium Plains of 4.5◦ N and 135◦ E
(Golombek et al. 2017), t the time, ψ the phase of the attractor’s orbit at initial time and
T the respective period of the tide (1/2 Sol for the Sun main tide, 5 h 33 min for the Phobos
main tide).
The potential is then derived into a gravitational acceleration, and gives the local gravity
variation when multiplied by the gravimetric factor (Dehant et al. 1999, Agnew 2007). By
deriving this potential, we get a gravity acceleration of:
gM2 = −32
GM
a2
(
rmars
a
)
sin2(θ + i) cos
(
2πt
T
+ 2φ + ψ
)
(6)
And the local gravity variation g is deduced by multiplying this acceleration by the
gravimetric factor γ , which in our case can be defined as the transfer function between
the tidal force exerted along the perpendicular at the surface of Mars and the tidal gravity
changes along the vertical as measured by a gravimeter (Dehant et al. 1999):
g = −γgM2 (7)
The sum of the local gravity variation due to the Sun main tide and the Phobos main
tide gives a local gravity variation in the vertical Z axis which can be seen in Fig. 15. Here,
Fig. 15 Variations of the
Martian local gravity (mean
value of 3.71 m s−2) due to both
the semi-diurnal Solar tide and
the semi-diurnal Phobos tide, the
biggest contributor being the
Solar tide (Phobos tide amplitude
being only 8% of this tide)
based on the values from Van Hoolst et al. (2003), we took a theoretical value of 1.05 for
the gravimetric factor.
Still, the signal measured by SEIS will not simply be these tidal gravity variations. The
output of SEIS will be the sum of these tidal signals, the environmental noises, the in-
strumental noises and other non-tidal signals such as tectonics signals (see Fig. 10). High
frequencies signals like quakes can be omitted since they can be filtered out with a low pass
filter. Since we want to know the amplitude of the tidal gravity variations, the main problem
will be the environmental noise, and especially the temperature and pressure noises studied
in Sect. 2. Therefore, we must be able to recover the signal related to the Phobos main tide
before being able to determine the gravimetric factor: such inversion is studied in the next
section.
7 Measurement Inversion Principle
7.1 Estimation of the SNR
From all noise sources studied in the previous section, it is possible to estimate how difficult
it will be to recover the tidal signals from the expected SEIS output on Mars. Working on
retrieving the local gravity variations, in this section, we will be working on the vertical
output of the VBB: with the thermal noise being the biggest contributor, the SNR before any
kind of treatment between the Phobos tide gravity variation amplitude and the environmental
noise amplitude seen by the VBB is close to 10−5. Therefore, classical inversion methods
(such as Fourier transform or LMS decorrelation) cannot be used without improving the
SNR. Still, other fields are able to extract meaningful data from measurements with such
low levels of SNR, such as radar observations (Woodward 1953) and gravitational wave
astronomy (Schutz 1999). Inspired by the results in these fields, we studied the efficiency of
the matched filtering on our tidal signals: with the method described in this paper, in spite
of such SNR, we manage, depending on the noise on the temperature sensor, to recover the
tidal signals with an accuracy close to 0.1% in two years in the nominal case.
7.2 Matched Filtering
7.2.1 Principle
Matched filter is the optimal filter to improve the SNR in presence of a stochastic additive
noise (Turin 1960): its principle is to study the correlation between our data with noise
and a signal supposedly known in order to find the latter inside our data. Main applications
include radar and GPS (Woodward 1953), where the signal sent is known, and must be
found inside the response received later. It is also used in digital communications (Sklar
2001) to distinguish bit level in noisy signals and in astronomy (Schutz 1999) for detecting
gravitational waves. For instance, assuming there is a signal whose shape is known either
because we produce it (for a communication device such as GPS or radar) or using the theory
(like gravitational waves or in our case, tidal signals) hidden in a noisy data sequence. By
calculating the correlation Cys between the noisy sequence (y) and our known signal (s):
Cys(τ ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
y(t) ∗ s(t − τ)dt (8)
The resulting correlation will reach a maximum when the start of the known signal
matches its appearance inside the noisy sequence. By calculating the correlation in regard
to time, we can determine the phase delay between the SCIT temperature and the thermal
noise, caused by the temperature seen by the VBB. However, the exact amplitude still has to
be extracted by another means like filtering since the position of the maximum correlation
does not depend on amplitude. How we can apply it in our case is described in the following
sections.
7.2.2 Application to Our Case
In our case, the tidal signals are mainly hidden by the thermal noise and the pressure noise.
However, these noises are highly correlated respectively to the temperature and the pressure
(Mimoun et al. 2017, Murdoch et al. 2017b), with the thermal noise being two order of
magnitude higher than the pressure noise (see Table 1). Because of that, it is possible to
use the matched filter to firstly eliminate the thermal noise, then to eliminate the pressure
noise, leaving the tidal signals with the other less important noises so that the SNR is greatly
improved. However, due to the instrumental noise of the pressure sensor and the temperature
sensor for the InSight mission, such decorrelation is not perfectly possible and will result
in an error in our tidal signals estimations. Noise models for the pressure sensor and the
temperature sensor have been measured during tests campaigns and can be seen in Fig. 16.
Notably, the self noise for the pressure sensor is much more important than the self noise
measured for the temperature sensor, the latter being in fact almost a perfect white noise
for a 24-bits sensor, with its range in the order of magnitude of 200 K. As a worst case, we
also considered for our simulations the noise requirement on the temperature sensor as the
sensor self noise, which is a lot noisier than the measured self noise.
In order to eliminate the thermal noise, two operations are necessary. First, the phase
delay between the SCIT and the thermal noise must be retrieved. The matched filter is used
classically for that, such as when it is used for radar operations: by correlating the noise data
with the SCIT, the matched filter output shows maxima when the correlation is the highest,
meaning when both signal are in phase, allowing us to determine the phasing between them.
This process is shown in Fig. 17, where the matched filtering output is a phasing of 35 978 s
Fig. 16 Noise on the pressure sensor (left, a) and the temperature sensor (right, b) for the InSight mission.
Values have been extrapolated to 10−8 Hz for the simulations. In order to have the worst case estimate, the
noise on the Tavis pressure sensor has been taken in our simulations. For the temperature sensor, the worst
case is studied by taking the requirements on its self noise (dashed line)
Fig. 17 Output of the matched
filter between the data with noise
and the SCIT measurements,
when searching over a range of
24 h. The maximum correlation
is given for 35 978 s, while the
expected theoretical value is
36 000 s (10 h)
instead of the 36 000 s (10 h) expected, meaning an error on the phase of only 0.06% for 1
martian year.
After this phase operation, the residual is very similar to the SCIT temperature (see
Fig. 18). Now, the VBB sensitivity must be calculated in order to eliminate the thermal
noise from the noise data. If the thermal noise was substracted from the data in its entirety,
the resulting residual would be dominated by the pressure noise, and thus be highly corre-
lated to the pressure. Therefore, the thermal decorrelation applied here is to eliminate the
thermal noise by using the temperature to maximize the correlation of the residual with the
pressure. In practice, this means to find the best coefficients to be applied to the tempera-
ture that maximizes the correlation between 1. the difference between the vertical SEIS data
and the function of temperature calculated by applying these coefficients to the temperature
data, and 2. the pressure. Since our thermal noise (minus the phasing) is made to be equal
to the temperature times the VBB sensitivity, in our case it means determining a single co-
efficient (the VBB sensitivity). This coefficient is then multiplied with the temperature data,
Fig. 18 Data with noise (dotted
line) after phase correction from
matched filtering compared to the
SCIT measurements (solid line),
scaled for visibility. The phase
delay is significantly reduced.
The difference between the two
signals are mainly due to the
temperature sensor noise, and the
pressure noise
Fig. 19 Output of the matched
filter between the noise data
minus a searched vbb sensitivity
factor times the SCIT, and the
pressure measurements. The high
spike corresponds to the value
expected for the VBB thermal
sensitivity
and the thermal noise decorrelation is done by subtracting this result from the vertical SEIS
data. The main advantage of this method is to guarantee that pressure decorrelation will be
possible afterwards since the residual will still be highly correlated to the pressure:
VBBsensitivity = max
α
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ +∞
−∞
pressure(t) ∗ diff (α, t)dt
∣∣∣∣∣ (9)
diff (α, t) = residual(t) − αSCIT(t) (10)
Where residual is the function shown in Fig. 18 (output of the matched filter on the
phase between the data measurements from the VBB sensors and the SCIT), and α is the
VBB thermal sensitivity. In this case, we want the maximum correlation in absolute value,
since the noise and its related physical parameter may be anticorrelated like the pressure and
the pressure noise (see Sect. 2.3). Here, the normalized correlation (between +1 and −1)
between the residual and the pressure can be as high as 0.9999, showing the good results of
our phase-based matched filter, but also the predominance of the thermal noise against the
pressure noise.
The application of this method is shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, where we can see that the
residual is as expected very similar to the pressure after our filter (though this is mainly due
Fig. 20 Comparison between
the residual of the noise data
decorrelated with the SCIT
measurements by our matched
filter (top, a), by LMS filtering
(middle, b), and the pressure
(bottom, c). As expected after our
matched filtering, the residual is
highly correlated with the
pressure measurements;
However, for the LMS filtering,
while the variance is lower, the
residual is not very correlated
with the pressure measurements
Fig. 21 Comparison between
the residual of the noise data
decorrelated with the SCIT
measurements with LMS filtering
(top, a) (see Fig. 20 b) and the
same residual but after pressure
decorrelation using an adaptive
LMS filter as advised in Murdoch
et al. (2017b) (bottom, b). The
pressure decorrelation is not very
effective here
to the application of Sorrels’ formula for the pressure noise), whereas classic decorrelation
using for example an LMS adaptive filter, Monte-Carlo filtering or Levenberg-Marquardt
filtering gives the result shown in Fig. 20; where the residual has indeed a lower variance
but is very different from the pressure, and subsequent pressure decorrelation using for in-
stance an adaptive LMS filter (advised as the best solution in Murdoch et al. 2017b) yields
disappointing results in Fig. 21. This is because the temperature and the pressure are highly
correlated, and deleting the thermal noise without extensive care can result in deleting signal
similar to the temperature that was in fact part of pressure noise.
The same operation is done for the pressure noise, except there is a priori zero phase
lag between the pressure and the pressure noise, and the useful signal expected to be highly
correlated after our matched filter is the tidal signals, especially the Solar tide. However,
Murdoch et al. (2017b) recommends using an adaptive LMS filter for decorrelating the pres-
sure noise with the pressure, therefore both methods were tested. The results are shown in
Fig. 22 Comparison between
the results of our decorrelation:
top data (a) is after matched
filtering on the temperature then
LMS filtering on the pressure,
while bottom data (b) is after
matched filtering on the
temperature then again matched
filtering on the pressure. Both are
very close with the tidal signals
seen in Fig. 15
Fig. 23 Output of the matched
filter when trying to extract the
gravimetric factor from the main
Solar tide. Because of the
previous LMS decorrelations
substracting signal from both the
environmental noise at 1 Sol and
its harmonic and the main Solar
tide at 1/2 Sol, the results are
pretty far for the theorical value
of −1.05 (here, the value is about
−0.8)
Fig. 22: it can be seen that both methods give really similar residuals. While it is possible to
keep our matched filter approach for the pressure decorrelation, for the rest of the paper, we
will work on the residual after an adaptive LMS filter to stay coherent with Murdoch et al.
(2017b).
Now that the thermal and pressure noise are for the most part subtracted from the sim-
ulated data measurements, all that is left is the other noises seen by the VBB (self noise,
magnetic noise, etc.) and the noises from the temperature and pressure sensors. Because
their total amplitude is close to the tidal signals amplitude, we tested two methods to ex-
tract the gravimetric factor from the residuals: one is again a matched filter, where we try to
maximize the correlation between the output of the matched filter and either the main Sun
tide or the main Phobos tide, and the other one is a simple Fourier transform analysis at the
main Phobos tide frequency. Results for the matched filter are shown in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24,
while the final residual spectrum is shown in Fig. 25: when trying to retrieve the Solar tide,
the gravimetric factor is very far from its theorical value, here taken at −1.05. This was
expected, because the Solar tide is highly correlated with the thermal and pressure noise
due to its main component being at 1 Sol, and therefore was partially lost during the decor-
relation. However, the matched filter focused on the main Phobos tide gives better results,
due to it being less affected by the previous decorrelations: unlike the main Solar tide, the
main Phobos tide frequency does not match with any harmonics of the diurnal frequency.
Fig. 24 Output of the matched
filter when trying to extract the
gravimetric factor from the main
Phobos tide. Results are better
here than in Fig. 23 since the
main frequency of the Phobos
tide is far from the diurnal
frequency of 1 Sol and its
harmonics, thus less affected by
the previous LMS decorrelations
Fig. 25 Fourier transform of the
residual in Fig. 22. Even after the
decorrelations, a spike due to
both the main Solar tide and the
environmental noise is seen at
1/2 Sol (22 µHz). However, the
main Phobos tide is also visible
at 50 µHz
In most cases, this matched filter gives similar results than a Fourier analysis at the Phobos
tide frequency (see Fig. 26).
7.2.3 Results
The results of the previous steps are shown in Fig. 26 for the different methods mentioned.
In the end, both the Fourier analysis and matched filter are plausible methods for retrieving
the gravimetric factor from the Phobos tide for the accuracy we desired after several months
on Mars. The sensitivity to the noise on the temperature is also studied: while the measured
noise gives quickly good results, this is not the case for the worst-case of the requirements
that are not reaching 1% accuracy after three terrestrial years (one Martian year and a half),
above the nominal InSight mission duration of two terrestrial year (one Martian year).
8 Sensitivity Study
The results shown in Fig. 26 assume that everything is known with perfect precision, and
linear effects. Of course, this is not the case in reality: besides the inversion errors due to the
noises seen by SEIS, other errors have to be taken into account. Only after estimating them
all can we establish the true efficiency of our methods to estimate the gravimetric factor of
Fig. 26 Evolution of the relative error on the recovered gravimetric factor on the Phobos main tide depending
on the method used, the noise of the temperature sensor (requirements or nominal) and the time. After 2
Martian years, the gravimetric factor is recovered in the worst case at 2.5%, and in the nominal case at better
than 0.1%
Mars for the main Phobos Tide and thus how well the internal structure of Mars would be
constrained.
8.1 Error Propagation
The essence of this paper is to determine the gravimetric factor by recovering the local
gravity variations seen by SEIS. If these variations can be retrieved, then the gravimetric
factor can be known by calculating the ratio between the variations and the tidal gravity
variation due to Phobos, derived from its tidal potential. As such, the gravimetric factor γ is
calculated as followed (see Eq. (7)):
γ = − g
gM2Phobos
(11)
where g is the local gravity variations, and gM2Phobos is the tidal gravity variation due to
the main tide of Phobos. The latter expression is given in Eq. (6). On the other hand, g is
deduced from the SEIS output, and therefore is a function of its gain:
g = OutputSEIS
GainSEIS
(12)
where OutputSEIS is the output returned by SEIS, thus the data measurements acquired, and
GainSEIS the absolute gain of SEIS calculated from the active cross calibration described in
Sect. 3. Using all the previous equations, the complete expression for the calculation of the
gravimetric factor is:
γ = − OutputSEIS
GainSEIS ∗ (− 32 GMa2 ( rmarsa ) ∗ (sin(θ + i)2) ∗ cos(2πt/T + 2φ + ψ))
(13)
Equation (13) is then derived to determine the worst total error on the gravimetric factor:
γ
γ
= OutputSEIS
OutputSEIS
+ GainSEIS
GainSEIS
+ (GM)
GM
+ rmars
rmars
+ 3 ∗ a
a
2 + 2 ∗ (sin(θ + i))
sin(θ + i) +
(cos(2πt/T + 2φ + ψ))
cos(2πt/T + 2φ + ψ) (14)
The first term refers to our decorrelation process detailed in Sect. 7. The second term is
the error determined in Sect. 3. All five others are linked to the ephemerides of Phobos and
Mars, and to the actual position of SEIS and the InSight lander on Mars.
8.2 Error Determination
While the error due to our decorrelation process depends on the time spent on accumulating
data (see Sect. 7 and Fig. 26), the other errors present in Eq. (14) can be evaluated before-
hand. Firstly, the error on the SEIS gain was already studied in Sect. 3: we can take the value
of 0.4%.
Secondly are the terms due to the position of SEIS on Mars (namely the longitude φ,
colatitude θ and distance rmars between Mars and SEIS): thanks to the orbiters present (for
instance Mars Express, Mars Odyssey or Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter), it will be possible
after the landing of InSight to map its actual position on the surface of Mars and therefore
determine the aforementioned parameters. Notably, HiRiSE aboard Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter can reach a resolution of 0.25 m/px (McEwen et al. 2010). When scaled to the mean
Martian radius, this means an error of less than 1 × 10−5% on the longitude and colatitude.
Similarly, the error on the radius is less than 1×10−4% with our current topography models
of Mars (Seidelmann et al. 2007). Therefore, these position errors are highly negligible
before the error on the gain determination of SEIS.
Thirdly, we have to assess the errors on the Phobos ephemerides, namely its mass, dis-
tance to Mars, inclination, period and declination (taken into account in the Ψ term).
Recent flybys by Mars Express around Phobos give an estimation of its mass down to 1.5%
error (Pätzold et al. 2014), but this very conservative error is also due to distant flybys be-
ing taken into account: close flybys rather give estimates down to 0.3% error on the mass
(Andert et al. 2010), and secular evolution models of the orbit of Phobos can even reduce
it to less than 0.1% (Rosenblatt et al. 2008, Konopliv et al. 2006). Using these mass values,
ephemerides of Phobos have been refined, with an error on the distance between Phobos and
Mars down to 2 km and 30 millidegrees for the inclination and declination, meaning rela-
tive errors of 0.03% on the distance and 0.04% on the angles (Jacobson et al. 2018). If we
choose to taken into account the middle ground of the solutions with the close flybys only,
this leads to a total error due to the Phobos ephemerides around 0.5%. These errors might
also be further reduced with future planned missions to Phobos such as MMX (Campagnola
et al. 2018).
8.3 Expected Results
All the errors discussed in the previous section (Sect. 8.2) accounts for a total fixed error of
1% on the gravimetric factor, plus the error due to the inversion method in Sect. 7. Using
Table 4 Efficiency of the procedure over time. For the inversion process, the first error is if the temperature
sensor noise is equal to the self noise requirement, and the second one is if the temperature sensor noise is
only its electronic bit noise as measured
Time Error on
SEIS gain
Error on
position
of SEIS
Error on
Phobos
ephemerides
Inversion process Total accuracy
6 months 0.4% ≤0.01% 0.5% 4% or 1% 5.9% or 1.9%
1 year 0.4% ≤0.01% 0.5% 3% or 0.25% 3.9% or 1.15%
2 year 0.4% ≤0.01% 0.5% 2.5% or 0.1% 3.4% or 1.0%
Table 5 Accuracy needed for Mars knowledge improvement, based on Van Hoolst et al. (2003). With the
current state of knowledge on the Phobos ephemerides and the calibration procedure chosen, the state of the
core can be determined, but its size is not accurately known
Constrains on the Martian core Accuracy needed
(Van Hoolst et al. 2003)
Current results
State of the core 1.2% Valid in one year
Size of the core (at 200 km) 0.6% Need refinement on the
Phobos ephemerides
Size of the core (at 100 km) 0.3% Not guaranteed for the current
calibration procedure
the values shown in Fig. 26 and the gravimetric factor values in Van Hoolst et al. (2003),
it is possible to estimate the time needed to constrain the internal structure of Mars. These
estimates are shown in Table 4 and Table 5: if we take the absolute worst case (the noise
on the temperature sensor being equal to its requirement), then even after 2 years, the gravi-
metric factor is not retrieved accurately enough to constrain the internal structure of Mars.
However, in the nominal case with the sensor noise being as low as measured, equal to a
electronic bit noise, it might be possible after two years to deduce the state of the core from
the local gravity variations measured by SEIS.
Indeed, for a given internal model of Mars such as the model A of Sohl and Spohn, it is
possible with our method to resolve the gravity variations caused by a liquid core from those
caused by a solid core of the same size, as a liquid core would create local gravity variations
about 1.2% higher than the variations from a solid core (Van Hoolst et al. 2003), a difference
lower than our error budget of 1% over two years. This method is also useful when working
with several models: Panning et al. (2016) showed that with a precision better than 0.5% on
the VBB absolute gain, the gravimetric factor can discriminate between models with similar
seismic waves travel time (notably ScS waves) but with different core sizes. Since this paper
reached a precision of 0.4% on the VBB absolute gain plus an error of 0.1% over two years
on the gravimetric factor recovery, using a priori models coupled with other methods such
as seismic events could allow us to constrain both the state and the size of the Martian core.
This performance can be improved if the error on the Phobos ephemerides, independent of
the InSight mission, are improved in the following years, or if the calibration on the SEIS
gain gets more precise.
9 Conclusion
In this paper, we improved the previous noise models of SEIS from Mimoun et al. (2017)
with a more in-depth study at low frequency. Using them, we designed an active cross cali-
bration between the VBB and SP sensors, taking into account all constraints from the LVL
system, the instruments respective transfer function, tilt recovery issues and operational
constraints. Depending on the result of this active cross calibration, determination of the
absolute gain of the VBB might be possible, which would open the way to the study of
gravimetric signals such as the main Phobos tide: to study this possibility, we implemented
the tidal signal of the main Phobos tide and the main Solar tide, those two being the biggest
tidal signals on Mars. Then, from the implemented signal together with our new noise mod-
els, we developed a method based on matched filters for retrieving the gravimetric factor,
and studied the evolution of the error on this recovery versus the time needed to accumulate
the data. Finally, we studied the error propagation, with the main error sources being the
calibration on the SEIS gain, the error on the Phobos ephemerides and the inversion process
with the decorrelations. The results show that it might be possible for SEIS to constrain the
state of the core during its nominal lifetime of 2 terrestrial years.
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